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Abstract

In this paper, we discuss work aimed at the development of interactive decision-support
tools for complex, large-scale scheduling applications. Our approach is grounded on three basic
premises: (1) that system organization and decision-support \services" should directly reect
the inherently reactive nature of decision-making in complex scheduling environments, (2) that
diversity in the character and requirements of various user tasks will invariably require di�er-
ent specialized scheduling services in di�erent decision-making contexts, and (3) that problem
scale and complexity will necessitate user interaction at aggregate, task-oriented levels. We
describe DITOPS, a transportation scheduling tool which integrates a hierarchical modeling
infra-structure and reactive scheduling methodology with graphical schedule visualization and
manipulation capabilities to provide a exible interactive environment for construction and
management of transportation schedules.

1 Introduction

Our speci�c focus in this paper is the development of interactive tools for military crisis-action trans-
portation scheduling. The requirements for e�ective decision support in transportation scheduling
are not unlike the requirements of any complex, large scale scheduling domain. We can make three
broad observations:

� Scheduling can rarely be treated strictly as an optimization problem. Optimizing capabili-
ties are clearly important, but the overarching goal of producing a good executable behavior
requires attention to the ongoing scheduling process. Schedule construction in practice tends
to be a dynamic reactive process. An initial schedule is built, problematic or unsatisfac-
tory aspects of the result are identi�ed, requirements are relaxed or strengthened (typically
through negotiation with other planning agents), schedule modi�cations are made and so
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on. Throughout this process, the current schedule provides the planner(s) with an impor-
tant nominal reference for identifying, specifying and communicating changes, and there is
considerable pragmatic value in an ability to maintain continuity (or localize change) in the
solutions that are produced across iterations. Such an ability allows the planner to impose
structure on an otherwise overwhelmingly complex search process and to converge in a more
focused fashion to an acceptable overall solution. Likewise, as unexpected events occur in the
execution environment, it is important to preserve continuity in domain activity while mak-
ing those schedule changes necessary to restore feasibility and insure continued attendance to
overall mission performance objectives. Both of these aspects of the scheduling process place
a premium on incremental, reactive scheduling capabilities.

� There is generally diversity in the character of the user tasks that must be carried out at
di�erent stages of the scheduling process. For example, in transportation scheduling, plan-
ners are variably concerned with tasks relating to resource requirements determination and
apportionment, transportation feasibility analysis, detailed resource allocation and reactive
schedule management at di�erent stages of the process. Though commonality can be found in
overall solution and decision-support requirements, each of these tasks often implies di�erent
types of dominating constraints and objective criteria. Accordingly, we can expect that the
heuristics and solution procedures required for e�ective decision-support will likewise vary
according to the user decision-making context.

� In large-scale domains, it is unreasonable to expect planners to comprehend schedules and
interact with a scheduling system at the level of the system solution model. There are too
many decisions and details, most of which are unimportant from the standpoint of user tasks
and goals, and the complexity of decision-making at this level is overwhelming. E�ective
decision-support tools must bridge the gap between user and system models of schedules and
decision-making, promoting inspection, analysis and manipulation of schedules at aggregate,
task-oriented levels and \managing the details" in accordance with user goals and intentions.

The decision support requirements implied by these observations are at odds with most existing
scheduling software systems. Current transportation scheduling tools, for example, are typically
organized as batch-oriented solution generators [7]. Problem input parameters and constraints are
speci�ed, the system is run to produce a schedule, and the result is examined for acceptability.
In reacting to either unsatisfactory properties of the generated schedule (e.g., unacceptable late
closures) or changing circumstances in the world (e.g., the unexpected loss of port capacity), the
human planner is forced to hypothesize how changes to system inputs might a�ect the solution that
is produced, and has no control over what aspects of the solution actually will change when the
system is rerun with speci�ed input parameter changes. Consequently, there can be considerable
\thrashing" in the solutions generated from run to run, and it is quite cumbersome to enforce
commitment to speci�c aspects of any given solution.

Inexibility vis a vis user decision-making requirements and tasks is a second shortcoming of cur-
rent transportation scheduling tools. Commonly used simulation-based tools, for example, are
con�gured to support transportation feasibility analysis but are of little use in addressing resource
requirements analysis tasks [7]. (It is di�cult to run a simulation backwards, which is essentially
what is required). Though planning leverage and e�ciency could be gained from an ability to ad-
dress these tasks in an integrated fashion, users are forced to consider these decisions sequentially
in isolation.
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In this paper, we describe DITOPS, a prototype tool for generation, analysis and revision of
large-scale transportation schedules. DITOPS integrates a hierarchical modeling infra-structure
and a reactive, constraint-based scheduling methodology with graphical schedule visualization and
manipulation capabilities to provide a decision-support environment that more directly matches
the characteristics and requirements of complex scheduling applications. DITOPS promotes a
mixed-initiative scheduling paradigm similar in spirit to current day spreadsheet programs: sets of
scheduling decisions and solution constraints are interactively manipulated by the user at (typically
aggregate) levels consistent with user-task models. At each step, the system applies appropriate
(re)scheduling procedures to impose the changes speci�ed by the user (i.e., manages the details),
and provides localized consequences of each change. System look-ahead analysis and scheduling
techniques further provide a basis for functionality that transcends the spreadsheet decision-support
analogy, enabling user support in identifying principal causes of observed solution de�ciencies
(e.g., resource bottlenecks), in analyzing various decision-making options (e.g., apportionment of
additional resources), and in assessing solution sensitivity to various executional circumstances.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the appropriateness of
constraint-based models for mixed-initiative scheduling and illustrate our vision. In Section 3, we
summarize the approach taken in DITOPS and indicate its mixed-initiative scheduling capabilities.
Finally, in Section 4, we assess characteristics of the current DITOPS model and identify our
research directions.

2 Constraint-Based Models for Mixed-Initiative Scheduling

Constraint-based frameworks provide a model well-suited to the reactive decision-making require-
ments of practical scheduling domains. In broadest generality, this model de�nes a problem solving
organization that distinguishes two components: a decision-making component, responsible for
making choices among alternative scheduling decisions and retracting those that have since proved
undesirable, and a constraint management component, whose role is to propagate the consequences
of decisions and incrementally maintain a representation of the current set of feasible solutions
(detecting inconsistent solution states when they arise). Schedule construction, revision, and im-
provement proceed iteratively within a basic decide and commit cycle. Most project management
tools and several interactive scheduling systems[2, 4] are direct implementations of this model, with
the user as the decision-making component.

Of more interest and importance in most scheduling environments, are extensions of this basic
model that o�-load more decision-making responsibility to the system. The \spreadsheet" style
of interaction provides a natural framework for \what-if" experimentation and iterative solution
development, but, as indicated above, interaction and decision-support is typically required at a
much more aggregate decision-making granularity. One extension to the basic constraint-based
model that preserves the \direct manipulation" style of interaction is one that re�nes the decide

step of the cycle into a two-step process of formulating and executing decision-making actions.
Within this model, action formulation is concerned with isolating a particular subproblem and
action execution results in solution of this subproblem. The user, who interacts with system
processes by formulating actions, is able to manipulate solutions in terms of higher-level and more
comprehensible task-oriented perspectives (e.g., reschedule force module x's movements to arrive
by C15), with the system's subproblem solution procedures providing, from the user's viewpoint, an
ampli�cation of deductive constraint management functionality; a more sophisticated (and typically
heuristic) \propagation of e�ects".
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In the simplest case, there is a direct mapping between user speci�able actions and system solu-
tion procedures, in which case the user holds complete responsibility for action formulation. The
COMPASS interactive scheduling framework [1], for example, is organized in this fashion. In our
view, however, the user should be able to operate in terms of much more ill-structured action
speci�cations (e.g., relax lift capacity constraints and reschedule late movements while minimizing
additional lift asset requirements, resolve the conicts introduced into the schedule by the loss of
capacity at port1). This, more exible viewpoint implies that the system must participate actively
in structuring the appropriate subproblem to solve (e.g., in determining the appropriate scope of
change, in translating objectives and preferences into appropriate heuristic revision procedures),
and that subproblem solution may require coordinated execution of several solution procedures.

The decision-support capabilities we envision are illustrated by the the following interactive \TPFDD"
generation scenario:

1. Evaluate initial schedule

Starting with a set of deployment requirements and initial estimates as to apportioned trans-
portation resources, a USTRANSCOM planner invokes the system to generate an initial
schedule that satis�es stated resource capacity and utilization constraints and minimizes late
closures. Upon inspection of the results too many late closures are discovered.

2. Identify principal bottleneck

System analysis of the constraints contributing to these results indicates the principal source
of lateness to be insu�cient throughput capacity at the designated �nal port of debarkation,
POD1.

3. Propose a solution

The planner responds to this information by introducing a second port of debarkation, POD2,
into the scenario and indicating that POD1 arrivals be rescheduled to exploit the additional
capacity provided by POD2. The number of late closures is substantially reduced by this
action.

4. Identify next bottleneck

Analysis of the resulting schedule now indicates that the remaining late closures stem from
inadequate sea lift capacity during week 2 of the deployment.

5. Engage in clari�cation dialog

Several \what-if" actions are carried out to determine additional resource requirements and
to clarify alternative options for eliminating late closures:

� Late movements are rescheduled with the speci�cation that lift capacity constraints may
be relaxed (i.e., additional assets may be added), which indicates that two additional
transports are needed to meet all speci�ed arrival dates.

� The sea mode assignment associated with the remaining late arrivals is eliminated to
determine whether excess air lift capacity can be utilized to resolve the problem. Results
of this action indicate that only 50% of the late cargo can be accommodated by avail-
able air capacity (due in part to capacity limitations and in part to the cargo carrying
restrictions of available aircraft types).
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6. Locate additional resources

At this point, the user decides that acquisition of additional sea assets is the best option and
proceeds to obtain use of two commercial transports during the 2nd week of the mission.

7. Propose a solution

The additional lift capacity is added to the model and late movements are rescheduled to
complete by their requested arrival dates.

3 The DITOPS Transportation Scheduler

Our vision of future transportation scheduling tools is implemented in the DITOPS system. DI-
TOPS is an advanced tool for generation, analysis and revision of crisis-action logistics schedules.
The system incorporates concepts of constraint-directed scheduling developed within the OPIS
manufacturing scheduling system[8], together with extensions to address the speci�c character-
istics of transportation scheduling problems. Using DITOPS, we have demonstrated an ability
to e�ciently generate higher quality schedules than conventionally used simulation approaches
on large-scale deployment scheduling problems while simultaneously satisfying a wider range of
deployment constraints [10]. DITOPS is implemented using object-oriented representation and
programming techniques, providing an extensible modeling and scheduling framework that enables
straightforward system customization to account for the principal constraints and objectives of
di�erent scheduling domains [9].

Of interest in this paper, however, are the complementary capabilities that DITOPS provides for
incrementally revising transportation schedules in response to changed constraints, and their appli-
cation in interactive decision-support contexts. These capabilities allow schedules to be reactively
updated to reect unexpected events that occur during schedule execution (e.g., the closing of a
port due to bad weather) while preserving continuity in scheduled activities wherever feasible. They
also allow for e�cient, controlled convergence to acceptable or improved solutions during advanced
planning; as adjustments to various scheduling constraints and preferences are made by human
planners in response to observed solution de�ciencies (e.g., too many late arrivals), DITOPS can
provide immediate, localized feedback of the e�ects of these changes on the current schedule. In the
subsections below, we summarize the system's underlying reactive scheduling framework, discuss
implications with respect to coordinating user/system activity, and describe the mixed-initiative
scheduling capabilities provided in the current implementation.

3.1 Modeling and Scheduling Infra-structure

The DITOPS scheduler operates with respect to hierarchical models of transportation processes
and resources. A DITOPS model of a given application domain is composed from an extensible
set of pre-de�ned primitives, which provide object structures (i.e., a class library) for specifying
various transportation scheduling constraints and associating an appropriate operational seman-
tics. A transportation scheduling model is speci�ed as a relational con�guration of �ve basic types
of \building blocks": resources, activities, move requirements, shipments, and missions. Resources
represent the various assets, equipment, and facilities required to carry out transportation ac-
tivities (e.g., planes, ships, ports); specializations are de�ned to model a wide range of resource
types (atomic, composite, mobile, stationary) and allocation constraints (capacity limits, cargo
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compatibility restrictions, availability constraints). Atomic domain resources can be grouped into
aggregate resources (e.g, individual C-5s into a C-5-eet into an air-eet) to provide descriptions of
allocation constraints at multiple levels of speci�city. Activities represent the constituent actions
of transportation processes and plans (e.g., transporting, loading, unloading, processing). Like
resources, activities can be composed into aggregate structures to provide multiple levels of de-
scription. Move requirements represent the input requests that constitute the scheduling problem.
Shipments represent the actual cargo entities (or \packages") that are associated with individual
transport activities (e.g., 1000 CBarrels of POL). Mission descriptions provide a speci�cation of
a plan template (or basic plan class) for instantiating the transport plans (i.e., activity networks)
that must be scheduled.

At the core of DITOPS is an incremental, reactive approach to generating and revising schedules,
based on two inter-related concepts [11]:

� constraint-based focus of attention - analysis of the structure of current problem constraints
provides a useful basis for identifying critical decision tradeo�s and exibilities, and struc-
turing the scheduling process, and

� multi-perspective scheduling - this guidance can be e�ectively exploited through selective use
of a set of complementary revision procedures.

In DITOPS, alternative decision-making procedures are speci�cally designed to provide di�erential
optimization and conict resolution capabilities. Local search methods are de�ned for both "re-
source" and "movement" centered scheduling, providing capabilities, respectively, for manipulating
(i.e., revising or extending) the schedules associated with particular sets of resources (e.g., the cargo
ship eet) or particular sets of temporally related movements (e.g., the movements associated with a
particular force module). By virtue of search orientation, each of these methods emphasizes speci�c
optimization biases; resource scheduling promotes e�cient use of available transport capacity while
attempting to minimize the tardiness of scheduled movements. Movement scheduling, alternatively,
promotes enforcement of arrival constraints and e�cient synchronization of dependent movements,
while attempting to minimize asset capacity requirements. Both of these methods share common
search infra-structure that allows incorporation of additional allocation preferences. A number
of more specialized revision procedures are also de�ned, providing additional capabilities to shift
the scheduled interval of scheduled \trips", swap batches associated with particular transportation
assets, and balance load to exploit increases in port capacity.

Scheduling is cast as an iterative process of subproblem formulation and subproblem solution. In
brief, this iterative process proceeds according the following control cycle:

1. Constraint propagation - At the start of each decision-making cycle, the consequences of
newly introduced constraints (originating either from external sources or from decisions made
on the previous cycle) are derived. Resulting constraint conicts, as well as improvement
opportunities (i.e. complementary situations where constraints have loosened) are collected
as potential modi�cation focal points, and a particular focal point is selected for consideration
on this cycle.

2. Look-ahead analysis - Relative to the selected focal point, constraint analysis methods are
applied to estimate the critical tradeo�s and opportunities for solution revision (or extension)
implied by the current solution state.
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3. Subproblem formulation - Analysis results are then used to formulate a speci�c scheduling
task, which isolates a particular set of decision variables to focus on (i.e., assign or revise)
and designates a particular decision-making procedure to apply to this set of decisions. In
the absence of further external revision guidance or constraints, this is accomplished through
application of a set of control heuristics, which map the important optimization (or reopti-
mization) needs and opportunities implied by analysis results to the respective capabilities
of alternative scheduling procedures.

4. Subproblem solution - Once the appropriate revision task has been formulated, it is carried out,
changes are introduced into the current solution constraint network, and the cycle repeats.

The DITOPS scheduling framework thus provides a control infra-structure and heuristic model for
reactively responding to changes in problem constraints. In situations where changed constraints
undermine current decisions (i.e., result in inconsistencies or conicts), response is aimed at restor-
ing solution feasibility; in situations where constraints are loosened, response seeks to exploit this
added exibility.

From a mixed-initiative scheduling perspective, this framework promotes a default style of interac-
tion grounded in user manipulation of problem constraints (e.g., resource capacity and availability,
activity deadlines, etc.) and system determination of consequences (using internal strategies for
reconciling conict resolution and solution improvement possibilities with the desire to minimize
schedule disruption). Though this division of responsibility may match user decision-making goals
in some cases, it will more frequently be the case that realization of system activity consistent
with user expectations will necessitate greater user involvement in the subproblem formulation
process. Within DITOPS, this subproblem formulation activity is opened up to the user through a
graphical interface that emphasizes visualization and manipulation of the schedule from aggregate
perspectives, using the hierarchical descriptions of transportation processes and required resources
de�ned in the underlying domain model. We �rst consider the types of revision constraints and
biases relevant to coordinating user/system activity, and then discuss the system's current user
interface and interactive scheduling capabilities.

3.2 Coordinating User/System Activity

Generalizing from the subproblem formulation framework de�ned in the original OPIS scheduling
architecture, we can identify several types of information that must be communicated to manage
user actions:

� action focus - The action focus indicates the speci�c set of activities (or more precisely decision
variables) for which change is mandated. Depending on the speci�c solution constraints
manipulated by the user, the focus may or may not be directly inferrable. If, for example,
a tightening of resource capacity constraints results in the introduction of conicts (e.g.,
a ship is designated as unavailable over some interval during which it is scheduled to be
transporting cargo), then the set of activities now in conict constitute the action focus.
However, if capacity constraints are loosened (e.g., an additional ship is made available),
then the action focus remains ambiguous. In this case, the user has a manipulation goal
(e.g., reduce late arrivals) that is not directly communicated by changed solution constraints,
and appropriate system action requires identi�cation of a target activity set (e.g., the set of
transport activities currently scheduled to arrive late).
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� action scope - The action focus only places lower bounds on the extent of change to the current
solution. Managing the overall scope of change is a second central issue in aligning system
activity with user manipulation goals. Most generally, the challenge here is one of maintaining
su�cient stability in the schedule to meet user expectations and maintain decision-making
continuity while at the same time exploiting current (re)optimization opportunities. Left to
its own devices, the heuristic strategy currently implemented in DITOPS (descended from the
original OPIS strategy[11]) will extend the scope of solution change to improve the quality of
the schedule in circumstances where this tradeo� presents itself1. However, we assume that
several types of additional information may be communicated by the user to further elaborate
manipulation goals and intentions, and alter these default revision assumptions:

{ revision dimensions - The description of an activity identi�es several types of decision
variables. In the current DITOPS transportation model, for example, a scheduled trans-
port activity includes assignments of execution start (end) times, a supporting trans-
portation asset, an origin (POE) and a destination (POD). Each of these assignments
reect di�erent dimensions along which change might be desired. If the user has loosened
the capacity constraints associated with lift assets (as in our example above), then asset
reassignment is obviously a dimension along which change is to be considered. Suppose
alternatively, that the user has indicated the unavailability of a port for some period
(e.g., due to weather conditions). One objective might be to examine the direct impact
on movement arrivals (i.e., the delays that will be incurred given the assets \frozen"
in the disabled port, the inability to move cargo in/out of the port for some period,
etc.). In this case, system revision of the schedule should avoid any reassignment of lift
assets. Consider �nally a user change which increases destination port capacity through
introduction of an additional POD. Though it may be reasonable to generally assume
that activity origins and destinations are �xed variables, in this case, user change would
be meaningless if reassignment of PODs were not included within the scope of allowable
change.

{ revision boundaries - It may also be desirable to localize change to speci�c \regions"
of the schedule, or alternatively to exclude some sets of decisions as �xed.2 In some
cases, direct manipulation of solution constraints is su�cient to infer appropriate change
restrictions (e.g., recognition that \in-process" activities cannot have their resources re-
assigned). However, in many other cases, localization constraints are instead a function
of past user actions, current user goals or both, and must be explicitly communicated.
For example, the current schedule of a particular set of transportation assets may reect
previously negotiated agreements with other planning agents which enable their inter-
leaved use within another ongoing (but independently managed) crisis operation. The
user may prefer to \lock in" these decisions to avoid further complication. Likewise, in
examining the impact of augmenting transport eet capacity to reduce lateness, it may
be desirable to constrain reassignment of assets to a particular subset of the overall eet.

{ relaxable constraints - Generally speaking, there is no guarantee that a feasible schedule
can be obtained if all solution constraints are interpreted as non-relaxable, and de-

1Other reactive scheduling approaches have adopted an opposite stance (e.g., [6, 12]); either rescheduling bias can
be in conict with user manipulation goals and lead to problematic results in speci�c decision-making contexts.

2We de�ne a region of the schedule generally to be any set of scheduled activities, but assume that user intentions
are generally structurable in terms of aggregate model structures (e.g., the activities associated with speci�c resource
groups in the schedule) and temporal partitions of the scheduling horizon.
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termination of feasibility is a computationally intractable problem. Moreover, even if
feasibility were to be heuristically assessed through the use of approximate solution pro-
cedures, a style of interaction where a user speci�es constraints, receives a \not feasible"
response, alters constraints, etc. is quite information poor in the negative case. The re-
active scheduling procedures in DITOPS alternatively assume that solution constraints
are in fact relaxable along at least one solution dimension (e.g., deadlines), and attempt
to minimize the extent of constraint relaxation through incorporation of appropriate
objective criteria (e.g., minimize tardiness). At the same time, di�erent user manipula-
tion goals may imply relaxation along di�erent dimensions. Analysis of transportation
feasibility implies relaxation of required arrival dates if necessary. Determination of lift
resource requirements, alternatively, implies that arrival dates be respected and capacity
constraints be relaxed instead if necessary.

� scheduling biases - Information relating to action scope imposes constraints on the overall set
of decisions variables that may be reconsidered in responding to user changes, and on the
sets of allowable values for each variable. Within the space of alternatives de�ned by these
constraints, the user will typically have preferences. The just mentioned association of an
objective criterion relating to relaxable constraints is one basic example of injected search
bias. There may clearly be others, following in many cases from external user knowledge
of domain characteristics. For example, a bias to minimize splitting of movement activities
across multiple transport resources may be desirable, given that this introduces the additional
complication of reconstituting the original cargo at the destination. Likewise, the use of faster
ships might be preferable if hostility is expected at arrival destinations. Since alternative
scheduling biases will often be conicting in nature, the introduction of multiple biases must
include prioritization information.3

3.3 Interactive Transportation Scheduling

Interaction between a user and the current DITOPS scheduler occurs through a graphical direct-
manipulation interface which emphasizes visualization and manipulation of schedules in terms of
resource capacity utilization over time (see Figure 1). Based on the underlying hierarchical resource
model, the user can create resource capacity views at various levels of aggregation. This allows the
user to examine either individual craft assets, eets or ports. The resource capacity views support
zooming and scrolling for localizing attention on particular resources and/or regions of the overall
schedule horizon. The user can select temporal intervals by \boxing" the area of interest with the
mouse. Any querying and manipulation of schedules and solution constraints is based on these
uniform time selections; once a selection has been made a variety of actions is possible through a
menu associated with the resource in question.

Given a selected interval of time, the user may choose to examine properties of the delineated
portion of the resource schedule. If the resource is an individual craft asset, for example, the

3In DITOPS, preferences are expressed as utility functions over the domains of speci�c decision variables, which
are combined using associated \importance" weights into an overall objective function. This provides a exible
basis for altering search bias but is not immune to the standard problems associated with search objective functions
(e.g., getting the weights right). In some cases, the use of scoping constraints can provide a more direct basis for
achieving the desired tradeo�. For example, the above preference for faster ships might instead be incorporated
by �rst restricting scheduling attention to this set of resources, identifying the resulting solution de�ciencies (e.g.,
unacceptably late arrivals) and then framing a more selective reassignment of activities to slower moving assets.
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transport activities supported by scheduled trips are accessible. At aggregate resource levels,
graphical displays of various properties of the solution can be retrieved (e.g., movement closure
pro�les, accumulated cargo tonnage over time4). This provides a basis for identi�cation of solution
de�ciencies.

User manipulation of problem constraints and schedules also centers around a selected resource
pro�le interval. A transport or port resource can be made unavailable over a selected interval.
In this case, any inconsistencies in the schedule that result are highlighted. Conversely, resource
capacity of a given eet can be increased for a speci�ed interval by moving to the appropriate
aggregate resource display (this translates to adding craft to the eet). As indicated earlier, such a
\relaxation" of capacity constraints should generally be accompanied by an indication of the action
focus and scope (reecting the speci�c rescheduling goal that motivates the change). Within the
current implementation, only �xed choices relating to activities that are currently late and resource
usage restrictions are available for narrowing system focus and scope. The \current time" indicator
at the top of the resource displays can be moved along the schedule horizon to simulate states during
the execution of the schedule. Default rescheduling biases are adjustable through a \slider" display
which represents the relative importance to be attributed to each system known preference. In
imposing any given change to the current schedule, there is no obligation to the user to provide
additional revision constraints and guidance; generally speaking, user decisions along these lines
are considered to be defaults until they are changed.

Overall system activity is managed through a \control panel" (upper left corner of Figure 1), which
provides capabilities for creating various displays, loading scenario descriptions and deployment
problems (sets of move requirements), saving and reloading generated schedules, and adjusting
global system parameters and preferences (e.g., level of scheduling precision, automatic or selectable
system response to changes, etc.).

4 Current Directions

There are several aspects of the DITOPS interactive scheduling framework that remain underde-
veloped in the current implementation. One important issue concerns exibility in structuring user
interaction. Schedule visualization and manipulation is currently structured more or less exclusively
by means of the hierarchical resource models de�ned in the underlying domain model. Though this
interaction basis is clearly an essential one, there are orthogonal dimensions of aggregation that
more directly isolate speci�c properties of the current solution and enable more direct speci�ca-
tion of actions aimed at manipulating these properties. For example, aggregate activity-centered
structures (e.g., the transport activities associated with a speci�c force module) provide an obvi-
ous basis for manipulating temporal constraints. Such capabilities are not yet incorporated in the
current interface, and this is one focus of our current e�orts. One short-term goal is to apply the
scheduler in a speci�c operational environment, to obtain direct user input and feedback as to the
usefulness of di�erent aggregate structures and modeling assumptions, and to better understand
user manipulation requirements.

More generally, however, we believe that reliance on pre-de�ned hierarchical structures will ulti-
mately prove con�ning as a sole basis for structuring presentation of solutions and user formulation
of actions. User analysis requirements depend heavily on the task at hand and the decision-making

4In part, these capabilities draw on the SciGraph package.
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state, and can never be fully anticipated in advance. Similarly, user manipulation goals and ex-
pectations will evolve as decision-making proceeds, and appropriate rescheduling focal points and
scoping constraints are likely to become more and more idiosyncratic. To accommodate such
anticipated user needs, we are currently exploring integration of our interactive scheduling frame-
work with a data exploration and visualization tool that enables dynamic formation of aggregate
structures [3].
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Figure 1: The DITOPS User Interface
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